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Abstract: Training Disabled people to establish correct ideological and political awareness is particularly important. The current status of the ideological and political team of college counselors in higher special education with disabilities with problem departure, The importance of ideological and political education for university students with disabilities, focus on humanistic care for college students with disabilities, Strengthening the shaping of personality of college students with disabilities culture, Grasping the problems of ideological general switch of students with disabilities discussion on the construction of political team of college students with disabilities.

Residual Health integration education is based on students with disabilities,, psychological features and self-development needs, to disable People college students and healthy Students inclusive education and training culture, Sharing human environment and education Resources, help disabled disease Students Master Professional Theoretical knowledge and basic skills, increase its ability to integrate into the community, for people with disabilities education, recovery, Social integration, Equality Sharing Society "" The result of the construction of the doctrine is of great significance, and grade Trade Education Training Procedure correct ideological and political intention culture is especially important, the Counselor is a Pioneer Warrior engaged in student control work, is the of students' ideological and political education backbone, is the leader of students' growth and development, the art and level of their ideological and political work will play a role in the "" The role of the foot.

1. Disabled College counselor ideological team now like questions

1.1 Counselor Role positioning unknown, Professional Identity Sense is relatively low

Vocational College counselors are developing college students' thoughts the backbone of political education, is college student's daily Thinking instructors who want political education and administration work, organization and performer, is life mentor and health of college students kang growing bosom friend, for a disabled combination of classes level, instructor with " public opinion " The is a guide for, meaning, The instructor's work attitude will be indirect shadow Respond to the behavior of the class students. Counselor Daily work detail, trivial and complex, work covers student Daily Learning, life, employment, etc., Plus some unexpected events,, often in ""body and mind tired "", does not have a centralized time elevation

Self-theoretical level and deep thinking about ideological and political work art,, means etc., Job lack of innovation. long this past, Young Counselors enter work bottleneck period, old teacher Easy Burnout.

1.2 Counselors specialization in ideological and political education work degree not high, working method not to be

College students, especially students with disabilities, are in the fast to mature and not fully mature phase, learn Life is more important than learning knowledge. education [] construction of college Counselors Specify ""
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explicitly stated : Counselor should have engaged The wide-caliber knowledge of the relevant disciplines in
ideological and political education General reserve [1] . is currently distributed from the professional of the instructor speaking , political and ideological education professional instructors account for not high ( , ideological work to develop theoretical foundation do not Thick enough , Education and management base relatively weak ,Professional is not very high . comes with the lack of theoretical support for working methods and programs , more fumble in the event .

1.3 Counselor Work has task weight and work experience Insufficient contradictions , cause professional prestige is not high

in actual work , counselors should deal with learning Live routine , catching students ' thoughts construction ; Both participate in the teaching review , Research activities to be done again Graduate Employment Service ; Meet School's in the Student Education Administration , and Reconcile Parents with school , student Communication and contact . Many tutorials member younger , lack of experience , inexperienced accumulation and Tip deposition , Plus Vocational school students ' health Source quality , frequent campuses in recent years crisis events , cause many higher vocational colleges to be full-time Guide Staff to continue to be at high levels of work and psychological stress under . If you can't adjust your mood in a timely manner , will cause resignation and job-hopping of staff in the instructor's team .

1.4 for students with disabilities in the Information Age Does not have the same characteristics as

with the development of information , all kinds of accessibility with the presence of , Network disabled deny outside the door . information , from media , Micro-age ,Many disabled college students are only children , Personalized Publicity , Ideological avantgarde even rebellious psychology , for inflexible sermon " dismissive " . and in actual work , Many counselors ' thoughts and politics for college students with disabilities Education cannot be treated differently , often on working methods All the same ,Healthy students and disabled students can not area don't treat , Special issues and universal problems cannot be identified process , causes a lot of time and effort , but Beard Eyebrow hold , effect not very obvious .

2. The construction of the ideological and political team of college counselors with disabilities

2.1 deeply understanding the ideological and political education of disabled college students features and importance

Engels states that : No one can fight The has the right to fully develop its own talents . [2] ( disabled ) College students as a part of society , They have the right to fully develop their talents , for disabled University The opportunity to go to school is the embodiment of educational equity , from the physical and mental characteristics of disabled students to the University of Disabled Health for civic education , is people-oriented concrete law targeted for college students with disabilities The education can help the disabled college students to establish a firm rationale Want faith , meet their spiritual needs , help building Section

Learning Philosophy , values and worldview , and then real The inner peace of college students with disabilities , Implementing Individual and social Harmony . from the social level , scientific value leads , Correct ideological education can disable college students face life in a more positive manner , Sense subject to social warmth , Eliminate socially marginalized Ideas , help them live with dignity , respectable workers , Returns Society , becomes useful to families and society people . College Counselors should take up the training students To guide students to carry forward the core values of socialism no , guiding students to do the core values of socialism firm Believer , Active propagator , Exemplary Practice people . [3]

2.2 based on people-oriented thinking , focus on disability Humanistic care for college students

student-centric The humanistic thought of Promote " non-instructional teaching Promote students ' personalities development , Play student potential . first , Respect Science Age differences and attributes of life , Understanding , understand and Accept disabled college students ? back ,post -era features , combining the characteristics of the times to conduct ideological education . second , mention Concept Fusion , Special and Universal Fusion , Research on the times and characteristics of college students with disabilities nonporous ,
purpose for [ ] Fusion,, at Disabled University On the basis of the characteristics of the age of life to find its core price values Fusion points, for college students with disabilities The feature is found on the fusion point with sound students' Show. In fact, in a sense, residual Health Fusion concept itself highlights the people-oriented teaching philosophy. again, Civic Education Highlights people this ""know-what line"" Unified View, in mind Focus on emotional experience in political education, that from cognitive change to behavioral change which plays off the The key effect is the emotional factor of the person. last, on practice of ideological and political education for college students with disabilities "Participatory administration", cannot be disabled because the student is a physical disability of body is "Baladati ", grant full trust and let go of college students with disabilities, give disabled students a real sense of"" Independent.

2.3 take mental health education as the hand, focus on disability shaping and cultivating college students' personalities

The author in a disability integration of the higher vocational study School for years, from work experience, more general University student, Disabled college students have more negative mood, Mental health status not to be ignored, They All existing anxieties, loneliness and inferiority complex, relies on psychologically more severe for disabled categories, Vision Barrier College students with strong language skills, but sensitive and Extreme; Hearing impaired students strong visual sensitivity, but Poor management of self-emotion; limb disorder live, [] more self-esteem, to self Understanding bias, Low self acceptance. base on this, instructor work for college students with disabilities, to Mental Health education as the hand, with mental health knowledge, arming their minds. in the thought political Education work, Guide and lead the University of disability Spiritual Independence, coordinate with disabled college students The harmonious development of personality and social personality, for disabilityCollege students develop self-confidence, Life Education, values Education, The cultivation of social integration capabilities, to promote Social adaptability and self-regulation of university students with disabilities Ability.

2.4 To understand from Media "Micro-era The age features of, hold the ideological switch of disabled students

The advent of the information Age, from Media "Micro era bring new pick to our civic work war. Smart Mobile Internet products in people's work, learn Extensive application in learning and life, make our life to become more "simple Convenient, followed by Here's a college class. "Bow Group" "Hand Machine Family. other, " mini" message with propagate newsletter quick, multiplicity of content, Statement Cryptic special sign, Many times let our counselors feel measures hand less than. In fact, We should also see, "tiny" "information equally controllable. because of disability College Students' campus network public opinion involves more content simple, probing the topic is not deep enough, i have unexpected occurrences, School-related departments can quickly and effectively intervene with, Easy to implement The positive direction of campus public opinion. This requires disability. Student counselors can have higher media element Foster, Strong choice for media information, qualitysuspect, Understanding, Evaluation and speculative response capabilities. first, Perfect Campus Network Platform. to social hotspots and clubs events, Use the Campus network platform to guide students off Note Current events, Developing topic discussions, propagate positive energy Information, Ensure correct positioning of public opinion. second, Instructors should start with ideological and political education, active account Leading Student media main position. Disabled College counselor to set up class by QQ Group, Micro-group, Active New media platform with good students, go to School living life, Exchange ideas with students, talk about the same affairs,Understanding Students' views, mastering Mind State, delivery Positive Energy. again, Lock the focus of public opinion on like, doing special coaching. with large data technology growing, Students’ speeches in the network environment, dialog will be logged, pass to student Network session ""concatenation, Consolidation and analysis, counselor timely Grasping the students’ thoughts dynamic, and then doing well student thinking want the leadership of political education, perform student service management work, to raise the Sun, confidence, qualified Socialist Builders and successors.
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